FIVE NEW INFORMATIONAL BOOKLETS FOR 2018

SHIPWRECK “ARTI—FACTS” From The Spanish Treasure Fleets… Volume—1:

- Shipwreck Artifacts: Spikes ‘n’ Nails—13 pages of Text, Diagrams and Photographs
- The “Mason Jar” of the Spanish fleets—One special container, followed by 8 pages of
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Olive Jars…
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Bottles—I … A Short History of Glass—11 pages of Text and Diagrams
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Bottles—II—Discussion of Bottle Shapes—Cylinders, Wine, Case, Onion or Squat, five and one-half pages of descriptions and methods of manufacture accented by photographs, Continued by the subjects of Bottle Survivability in On-Shore Wrecks, Deep-Water Wrecks, Dissolution of Glass, Protective Media, and Bottle Preservation and Restoration (2-1/2 pages, photos)
- Bottles: Onions, Bladders and Mallets—(2 pages, discussion and photos)

EN RADA Publications is proud to announce the next Series of Booklets for the Divers, Researchers and Writers needing some “groundwork” information before seeking their “Own Shipwreck”. This Series divulges much about the identification of Artifacts discovered on Spanish (and other) Shipwrecks found in New World waters. VOL-1 is described above: 48 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”; balance of Volumes on page-2. IN STOCK NOW!

PLVS VLTRA Newsletter published most of this vital information during its 34-year existence, reaching over 1,200 readers. What EN RADA has done is to organize these articles into 48-page “handbooks” containing a more organized collection of “info-data” for your use, based on the “Shipwreck Artifacts” installments published periodically (as we learned it) over our newsletter’s lifetime. LIST Price is $12.98 per Volume. A Special Discount is Planned for buyers of ALL FIVE, and a Dealer’s Discount is likewise anticipated!

For further information regarding the “Shipwreck Arti-Facts” Series, please contact: Ernie Richards at P. O. Box 1698/ WPB, FL 33402-1698; E-Mail SeaScribe@att.net; or PH: 561-965-2930. (SEE PAGE-2 >>>!)
SHIPWRECK “ARTI—FACTS” From The Spanish Treasure Fleets… Volume—2:

- Rock To Prevent Roll: The Ballast Stone—3 pages of Text, Photograph, References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Clay Tobacco Pipes—I—6-1/2 pages of Text, Diagrams, Illustrations
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Clay Tobacco Pipes—II—8-1/2 pages of Photographs, Descriptions and References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Slave Tokens—I—5 pages of History, Descriptions, and many Photographs
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Slave Tokens—II—3 pages of More History, Acquisition Sources, References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Cannons 1500-1800—9 pages of Text, Diagrams, Tables and References
- Rail Cannon Found Off Palm Beach—3 pages of Text, Diagram, Table, Photograph
- Nine Cannons At N. Y. Fort Came From Florida Keys’ H.M.S. Looe—1-1/2 pages of Story with Photograph and Internet Link, followed by 2-1/2 pages of Rail Cannon from El Cazador (photo), Rail Cannon from the 1715 Fleet (photo) What A Story!, and Text and Photograph of the “Jupiter Inlet Wreck” Cannon
- Great Balls Of Fire! 2-1/2 pages of Text and Photographs of a 1715 Fleet “Grenade” cannon ball
- Research Note: Bronze Cannonballs Questioned—1-1/2 pages of Response and Opinion
- Silver Balls, Silver Balls: A Serendipitous Discovery—2 pages (w/photo) and first-person story

SHIPWRECK “ARTI—FACTS” From The Spanish Treasure Fleets… Volume—3:

- Intro to “Seal-Ology”—I (NEW study of old Lead Bale Seals)—4-1/2 pages of Text, Diagrams, Photographs and References
- Intro to “Seal-Ology”—II—3-1/2 pages of Text, Diagrams and Further References (Reader Input)
- Intro to “Seal-Ology”—III—3-1/2 more pages of new Photos, Reference, and Description (with Diagram) of a mold technique for seal manufacture
- A Town, A Ship, and A Black Virgin—4 pages regarding a Silver Religious Medallion, with Text, Photographs, References and Credits
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Olive Jars—IV—2-1/2 pages of New Photos, Descriptions and More References
- Dutch Cannon on a Spanish Ship?—3 pages of Text, Description and Photos
- Bars Bring Bucks and Blues!—8 pages of Text, Descriptions, Photographs and References
- Contraban and Ingots: A Colonial Expedition—2-1/2 pages of Text, Description and Photographs
- One (Special) Gold Ingot—1 page Description, Diagram and Photograph
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Flintlock Pistol—1-1/2 pages with Description and Photographs
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Anchors—2-1/2 pages of Description, Diagram and References
- The (Latest) Singer Island Anchor—7 pages with Text, Photographs and References
- Anchors, Oy Veh!—1 page, a 12-foot Spanish anchor in Cancún with Description and Photograph

SHIPWRECK “ARTI—FACTS” From The Spanish Treasure Fleets… Volume—4:

- Ship and Mission Bells: An Introduction—5 pages of Description, Diagram, Photographs
- A Bronze “Dinner Bell” Speaks, But in Latin?—4 pages of Text, Diagram, Photographs, and References
- The “Yemeni Silver Wreck” ca. 1370—3 pages w/Text and Photographs
- Tin Ingots From the “Yemeni Silver Wreck”—3 pages w/Text, Photograph and References
- Le Main Gauche: A Left-Handed Knife From the Atocha—1-3/4 pages w/Description and Photo
- 1550s Artifact Early New World Money?—2 pages with Text, Photographs and References
- Attractive Silver Ingot “Inherited” by Florida Collector—2 pages with Text and Photograph
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Oriental Porcelain, An Introduction—8 pages with Text, Diagrams, Photographs and References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Nested Cup Weights—I—6 pages with Text, Photographs and References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Nested Cup Weights—II—2-1/2 pages with Text and Diagrams
- What Is It?—1 page with Text and Photographs
- Readers’ Response: What Is It?—3-1/2 pages of responses, with Photograph

SHIPWRECK “ARTI—FACTS” From The Spanish Treasure Fleets… Volume—5:

- Shipwreck Artifacts: Golden Memories—I—1-1/2 pages with Text and Photographs
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Golden Memories—II—1-3/4 pages with Text and Photographs
- Shipwreck Artifacts: Golden Memories—III—1-1/2 pages with Text and Photographs
- Introduction to Navigational Dividers—I—5-1/2 pages with Text, Diagrams, Photographs and References
- Shipwreck Artifacts: A Broken Pair of Navigational Dividers Yields a Maker’s Mark—2-3/4 pages with Text, Photographs and References
- Introduction to Navigational Dividers—II—1-3/4 pages with Text and Photograph
- Navigational Dividers—Update One—1 page with Text and Photograph
- Intro to U/W Metal Detectors—I—6-1/2 pages of Comprehensive Text with Photos and References
- Intro to U/W Metal Detectors—II—5 pages with Text, Photos, References and Manufacturer/Dealer listings
- Introduction to U/W Metal Detectors—III—8 pages with advanced Text, Photographs, References and Manufacturer/Dealer listings
- The “Mud Penetrator”—4 pages of History, Text and Photographs with Manufacturer listings
- The “Airlift” Dredge—5 pages of Text, Diagrams, Photograph and References … plus an Internet link